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Editor’s Note by Núria Rovira Terradas

Every day, for only 6 hours, Morecambe Bay offers a window in which your feet can 
cross the boundary between land and sea, to walk on the otherworldly landscape of  the 
intertidal mudflats. It was around the end of  March when I started going on daily walks 
on the sands across from my studio. Equipped with my hiking boots, a GPS tracker, 
and a sketchbook, I was trying to collect data through the practice of  walking. My aim 
was to imagine an alternative map of  the mudflats, that would challenge human scales 
and temporalities by drawing attention to the constant movement of  the land and the 
nonhuman worlds that inhabit it. Simply, I went out there to observe lugworms.  
 
The sand under my feet slowly moves as the lugworms digest it though their bodies. 
They are part of  an active landscape that blurs the line between place and body. Their 
ever-emerging sand castings cover the surface of  the mudflats, accompanying every 
footprint I leave, as I try carefully not to step on them. I think about them as ephemeral 
non-human cartographies, being dissolved and rebuilt with every rising tide. Day after 
day, I tracked, observed, and walked amongst the castings, recording the encounter 
between the movement of  my body and the movement of  the landscape. 
 
I soon realised this was the first time I was walking free from many of  the rules that 
control our walking habits. When we move, there is always a destination that directs 
the route, which takes place in spaces made for the purpose of  walking, like a sidewalk 
or a path. The rising tide protects the intertidal mudflats from these kinds of  human 
marks, and reminds us what it’s like to move by simply being in conversation with the 
landscape. It reminds us of  what it’s like to be Disoriented. Walking directionless across 
these unmarked spaces, I was exploring Disorientation as a space for new ways of  
noticing to emerge. 
 
Over 20 walks later, I accumulated a large body of  data that mapped out my personal 
encounter with lugworm landscapes. This body of  data born in Morecambe Bay 
has flowed back into the waters of  the river Lune to participate in this issue of  the 
journal. Editing the issue, I have used my research on the mudflats as a narrative thread 
that guides the way across a variety of  writing contributions exploring the theme of  
Disorientation. 
 
We find ourselves in a strange time of  Reorientation, realities are changing, and 
perspectives are shifting. Responding to this weird context, the contributors in this issue 
imagine different shapes Disorientation can take. The journal starts with a short story by 
Alison Frank who explores what it’s like to be “blurry” in a world of  rigid boundaries. 
Similarly, JJ Chan addresses the social pressure to “be oriented” by celebrating the 
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fluidity of  gender and identity that spills out of  harsh categories. Their piece is a video 
script that the artist has revisited with annotations responding to the new realities that 
have shifted in the last couple of  years, from the pandemic to the fall of  Colston . This 
is followed by The crisis of  the Lobster by Mel Galley, a narrative written in collaboration 
with Parham Ghalamdar that brings Disorientation to our linear writing habits. Roy 
Duffield’s poem (mis)communication continues the search for Disorientation in language 
and communication. 

The strangeness within the ordinary is represented in Fatima Rodrigues’ image and 
writing composition I brush yesterday’s words off my tongue so that I can say fresh words like ‘good 
morning. DS Maolalai’s poem similarly reflects on noticing familiar spaces behaving in 
unexpected ways. From the window of  a train crossing the North West of  England, 
Kenn Taylor’s essay Transpennine discusses the Disorienting feeling of  being trapped in 
a forward moving motion, leaving behind forgotten landscapes of  decay. This journey 
continues with Roy Duffield’s poem 20/21 vision, moving us through a current of  
directions and rules that steal our sense of  direction. 

Candor is a short poem by Mel Galley that invites us to look at our landscapes, noticing 
the ruins hiding under the layer of  beauty we admire. More stories behind landscapes 
are revealed in Nathan Austin’s poem Lat. 35o 30’ 27”, Long. 118o 53’ 02 that tries to 
orient us through the layers of  time, onomatology and geology. The issue closes with 
Mel Galley’s imagined landscape Adrift, an island floating free from anchor or direction 
into a Disoriented space full of  possibilities. 

Editing this brilliant selection of  submissions, I had the intention of  communicating the 
theme of  Disorientation through the display of  the issue. The data from my intertidal 
walks introduces each submission, weaving them together with the lines from the GPS 
tracks. Lune’s online format has allowed me to use the journal as a flipbook, making the 
visuals slowly shift as the reader turns the digital pages. Instead of  a static background, 
this edit aims to behave as an active landscape in which the writing unfolds. The places 
we move through never sit still, and neither will the pages of  this issue as the words 
travel through them.

The prefix “dis-’’ in Disorientation implies that something has been lost. I hope this 
selection of  writings guides the readers a few steps away from the path to discover what 
that might be. Have we lost our ability to orient ourselves? Or perhaps, have we lost our 
ability to get lost?

 
Núria Rovira Terradas
(Núria’s research has been commissioned by Future Places Centre and funded by EPSRC as part of  
the “Cartographic Interventions” commissions.)
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Tamsin and the Blur

by Alison Frank
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Tamsin woke up blurred. She’d been perfectly sharp the night before, 
she was certain of  it. In the mirror, she gazed at the reflection of  
the tiles and taps just below her fuzzy left earlobe. Everything else in 
the room was clear and crisp. Only her own outline was distorted, a 
smudge against the normal background.
She went downstairs for breakfast. Her grandmother was trying to fix 
the toaster.  
‘Morning, Tammy,’ she said, without looking up. ‘Pour yourself  a cup 
of  coffee, I’ve just made it.’
‘Gran,’ said Tamsin. ‘When I looked in the mirror just now, my 
reflection was blurry.’
‘What?’ Her grandmother banged the toaster against the counter, 
trying to dislodge a chunk of  burnt toast. Tamsin repeated herself.
‘I wouldn’t worry about that, love,’ she said, peering cautiously at the 
bowels of  the appliance. ‘If  you lie on your face when you sleep, it 
puts pressure on your eye. That can make your vision a little blurred 
just after you wake up. It’ll sort itself  out.’ She turned towards the 
table where her granddaughter, between sips of  coffee, was leafing 
through a fashion magazine.
Hearing her grandmother’s plodding footsteps stop suddenly, Tamsin 
looked up. Gran took off her big glasses, pulled a worn handkerchief  
from the pocket of  her skirt, polished the lenses, and put the glasses 
back on. Her eyebrows met.
‘There is rather...an uncertainty about you today.’ Gran walked closer, 
squinting. ‘Are you cold? Perhaps you’re shivering, and that’s creating 
a sort of  illusion of  blurriness.’
‘It’s August,’ said Tamsin, pointing at the roasting patio stones just 
outside the back door. But Gran had already fetched one of  her own 
gigantic pink cardigans and was placing it around Tamsin’s shoulders. 
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‘Once slice or two, my love?’
‘None, thanks. I’m not hungry.’
‘Drinking coffee, not eating properly…’ said Gran. ‘It might be caffeine 
giving you the shakes.’
Tamsin held a perfectly steady hand above the table. Gran took 
Tamsin’s wrist and held her hand up, tracing a line around it with her 
own shaky finger as if  to determine whether her granddaughter was 
enveloped in an actual fog.
‘I’ve never seen anything like it.’
Those words, coming from her grandmother, tied a knot in Tamsin’s 
stomach. 

Tamsin didn’t particularly enjoy her job, but she’d told herself  it was 
temporary: a way to make a small dent in her student loan over the 
summer as she tried to decide what to do with her freshly minted 
degree in English Literature. To her surprise, magazine editors and 
book publishers hadn’t been falling over themselves to invite her for 
an interview. 

If  it hadn’t been her only job offer, she wouldn’t have chosen to 
become Dr Synec’s secretary. She felt revolted by the endless stream 
of  sick people who trooped in, sniffling weakly or coughing violently. 
She hadn’t completely ruled out the idea that her blurriness might be 
the symptom of  some rare disease, picked up at work in spite of  her 
obsessive use of  antibacterial hand gel.
She walked through the clinic’s sliding glass doors, sidestepping a 
pushchair. Catching the enormous blue eyes of  a burbling infant, she 
couldn’t resist stopping a minute to exchange a few words.
‘Boo-boo-boo-boo!’ she cried. For an instant, the baby imitated her 
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grin, and clapped its hands together. Then its smile faded, and it 
pressed its hands over its face. The baby began to scream, pointing at 
her. The mother, distracted from rummaging in her enormous bag, 
tutted at Tamsin, who hurried away to the nurses’ cloakroom.
‘Morning. Looking a little frayed. You all right, Tam?’ Tamsin forced 
herself  to smile at Cecily, Dr. Foster’s secretary, who worked at the 
desk next to her. She was far too blonde and cheery. The phone began 
to ring the second the clock turned to 09:00.

Everything was progressing normally until patients began to arrive. 
The first wasn’t even for Dr. Synec.
‘Hell-ooooo,’ warbled Cecily. ‘How are we doing today?’ Tamsin had 
always thought this an unwise greeting, given that most people came 
to the clinic because they were ill, or imagined they were. But most 
would lie and say ‘fine’, forcing a smile or even a laugh. It must be the 
blonde thing, Tamsin thought, tossing red hair that nobody seemed 
to like, as she resumed entering the details of  a new patient. Sensing 
someone’s stare, she locked eyes with the patient standing in front of  
Cecily’s desk, an decrepit man with silver stubble. Without removing 
his gaze from Tamsin, he pointed a finger at her and said to Cecily, 
‘Is it my eyes, or is there something wrong with that girl?’
‘She’s just a bit tired,’ Cecily replied without looking up.
After the old man shuffled off to the waiting room, Cecily turned to 
Tamsin and said,
‘I always find that a good workout helps me keep a trim silhouette.’
Tamsin ignored her and continued typing.
‘You should come with me some time. I go to Twickenham Fitness 
Centre and Sailing Club. It’s a bit far from here, but they have really 
good rates if  you want to join. You could work out at my gym for three 
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years for the price you’d pay in central London.’ Tamsin was relieved 
to see one of  her own doctor’s patients approaching: a middle-aged 
woman who laboured up to the desk and leaned her hands on the 
edge, looking as though she was about to collapse.
‘Are you all right?’ Tamsin asked. ‘Would you like me to get you a 
chair?’
The woman frowned at Tamsin’s face, and peered over the desk to 
take in the rest of  her body. Then her eyes widened and she started to 
blink rapidly.
‘Oh my,’ she said. ‘There’s something not right with my vision. I think 
I might faint.’
‘Could I get some help please?’ Tamsin called out.
The head nurse was passing by at just the right moment: she guided 
the woman to a chair, fetched her a cup of  water and spoke in a 
melodiously reassuring voice before returning to Tamsin. The nurse 
opened her mouth to speak, but for a moment no words came out. 
‘Could I speak to you privately for a minute?’ she said finally, and 
stalked towards the cloakroom. ‘Now look, if  you want this job, you 
can’t come here when you’re in no condition to work. Everyone has 
personal problems - it’s inevitable. Just call in sick. The last thing we 
need is someone upsetting the patients. I suggest you go home and get 
some rest.’
As Tamsin went back to her desk to pick up her handbag, she 
wondered whether she had received a telling-off or a diagnosis. She 
certainly didn’t know what she was supposed to have done wrong. 
People seemed to equate a hazy appearance with a hazy mind.

Tamsin decided to drop by the university’s Career Centre to check 
for new job postings. Maybe there were employers who wanted 
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someone just like her: a girl with an uncertain outline to participate 
in a performance art installation, or work as a barista in a concept 
cafe. Maybe there would even be a job for someone with a degree in 
English literature. 
Tamsin knocked on a flimsy wooden door with a black name plate: 
MR. WILLIAM DANARD: CAREER COUNSELLOR.  
‘Come in,’ came a muffled voice.  
An expansive desk left little space in the room, even for the battered 
vinyl chair where Tamsin was directed to sit. Mr. William Danard, 
Career Counsellor had a neat beard, groomed daily with pride. He 
smiled briefly.
‘How can I help you?’
‘I have a new career attribute to add to my file,’ Tamsin said.
Mr. William Danard found Tamsin’s folder in the middle of  a huge 
pile at one corner of  the desk. He flipped open the cover.
‘Ah,’ he said, stabbing thoughtfully at it with a pencil. ‘The B.A. in 
English literature.’
‘That’s right. And today I have acquired a blurry outline as well. In 
my current employment it’s considered a hinderance. I’d like to find 
out about careers where it would be an asset.’
‘Hmmmm,’ said Mr. William Danard, expertly.
He chewed on the end of  his pencil and recrossed his wlegs. 
‘I would advise you to look for employment abroad. International 
experience could help you to focus.’
‘Really? You think that’s the answer?’
‘I would advise it, if  it’s within your means of  course,’ he added. 
He chewed a bit more on the pencil, but Tamsin had the advice she 
wanted. It was time to leave. 
‘You could try,’ he said, reluctantly releasing the pencil, ‘getting some 
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funding from the university, as a recent graduate. If  you give your 
reasons, they may be able to offer a hardship grant to help with airfare 
or living expenses.’
‘Okay,’ said Tamsin. She left the Career Centre with a pile of  forms.
 
Her mind buzzed with plans for the future. She would need to renew 
her passport, so she dropped by a local photographer’s studio.
The stooped man behind the counter nodded at her. 
‘I’d like a really flattering photo for my new passport,’ she said to a 
stooped man behind the counter. He nodded, took a large camera 
from the shelf  behind him and hobbled out from behind the counter. 
Tamsin stood as directed in front of  a white screen. She ran a hand 
over her hair as she glanced at a tiny adjacent mirror. Pulling her 
shoulders back, she tried to smile with her eyes, since smiling with the 
mouth was forbidden. 
The old man fiddled with the lens attachment.  
‘Needs cleaning.’
He sprayed air inside the camera, then polished the lens. 
‘Okay,’ he said, holding up a hand.
Tamsin prepared for the flash. The old man twiddled the lens again.  
He held the camera at arm’s length and shook his head. Then, for the 
first time, he looked directly at Tamsin.
‘It’s not the camera, it’s you!’ he cried, as though discovering a foolish 
mistake she’d made.
‘I can’t help it, this is the way I am!’ Tamsin cried.  
‘The passport office won’t accept the photo if  it’s out of  focus! What 
do you want me to do? Come back some other time.’

The shop door squeaked shut behind Tamsin as she stepped out into 
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a light rain shower. The clouds failed to block the setting sun, which 
blazed electric pink. She stopped to smile while office workers hurried 
past, shielding their eyes and cursing the weather.
‘Stupid,’ she said to herself, ‘letting something so meaningless make 
you feel optimistic. Your passport’s about to expire. Who knows if  
you’re ever going to be sharp again. This might just be the beginning 
of  your problems. Blurred around the edges today, a bit more faded 
tomorrow—by the end of  this month you could disappear entirely!’
As the rain darkened her hair, Tamsin wondered if  it would be this 
that would wash away the mist that enveloped her. Things, of  course, 
would change. Was it too much to hope that they might get better?
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Inside Outside, Outside In

by JJ Chan
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The Crisis of the Lobster

by Mel Galley
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Seven halogen bulbs burnt around the mirror, the eighth had blown 

months ago, and again the sepia glow ebbed and flickered, making 

his reflection in the warped mirror appear as a ghastly caricature of  

his evenly lit stage self, of  a body that had moved so gracefully across 

the set just ten minutes ago, in command and emitting certainty, what 

did he control, who did he command, only an enclosed audience, a 

sea of  eager faces who did not require convincing or challenging, they 

had already paid to be there, they had already selected themselves, 

marked themselves out as his willing and impressionable subjects, that 

would remember him for one night and one night only, after which 

he would fall again to the way side, easy entertainment for an empty 

summer evening, they would wait as the lights dimmed to nothing and 

he glided out in the almost-darkness, halting once more on the discreet 

cross in the centre of  the ring, and now, ladies and gentlemen, girls 

and boys, a second bulb around the mirror crackled and burned out, 

a grey muck filling the interior of  the glass, but he liked it this way, he 

could see better in the dark, and now girls and boys we are honoured 

to present, a one of  a kind, the largest, most intelligent marine locust 

we here have ever seen, the size of  a man and as smart as one too, 

give it up for The Lobster, and the lamps around the ring would blaze 

to life, blinding him, saturating his sensitive eyes so that he could no 

longer see even the vague forms of  the tent and the crowds, nothing 

but brilliant blue-white, the hottest part of  the flame, the snow that 
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smothers entire landscapes, the ancient ice compacted over centuries 

into great glaciers the glide silently over vast and empty landscapes, 

that float over sea thick with salt and dark as night, trapping time, 

and he would descend finally to the sea floor, scattered with the bones 

and frail forms of  the million creatures swallowed into its depths since 

the oceans formed, a terrazzo floor of  fossils, intricate and beautiful, 

he would fit perfectly into the endless pattern, part of  the puzzle, red 

claws turning grey, porous and aged, an imitation of  limestone, he 

turned each over now in the yellow light, their smooth surfaces

 glinting, polished before each show, always by a different person, who 

could never meet his eye and never understand his futile attempts to 

communicate in morse code, he would ask their name, please keep 

your claws still, they would say, and he would ask how long they had 

been here, because he’d never seen them before, please, please keep 

your claws still so I can polish them, and they wouldn’t look up the 

whole time, focused so intently on his shining the pincers, as though 

their task was the most crucial in the world, as though it was life or 

death, and he would give up each time, and close his eyes and imagine 

the dark sea, the pressure of  all the tonnes of  water pushing down 

on his immeasurably strong shell, a body shaped by its surroundings, 

and ladies and gentlemen, boys and girls, would you like to see some 

of  The Lobsters very impressive talents, what do you say, shall we ask 

The Lobster to show us his skills, now who hear has heard of  morse 
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code, morse, code, amazing, so many of  you, what a smart bunch we 

have in tonight, well The Lobster is the only crustacean to ever learn 

morse code, imagine that, the only one ever,

and he did imagine it, the loneliness of  being the only one ever, to 

humans he was a novelty, to lobsters he simply didn’t exist, the only 

one, ever, what can he tell us in morse code, boys and girls, what could 

he tell them, he could tell them about their world seen as blurred 

outlines, smudged forms, ten thousand receptors, like miniature eyes, 

adapted perfectly to see, just not here, a body shaped by evolution, 

by generations surviving in a constant, unbroken line since the start 

of  time or the start of  this world or the start of  their species, their 

particular family of  creature, a body sculpted to withstand coldness 

and pressure just not this coldness and just not this pressure, six halogen 

bulbs burnt around the mirror and he examined his smooth red claws 

and segmented body and rows of  hinged legs, all alien against the 

backdrop of  the trailer, decrepit, the oldest they had because they 

thought he wouldn’t care, or he wouldn’t notice, and they were right, 

he didn’t care really, he performed caring in a routine as rehearsed 

as the show each night, a solo act occurring out of  sight and with less 

ceremony, he would click his

complaints about the trailer or the trail of  new assistants who wouldn’t 

meet his eyes or the unruly audiences, he would be overjoyed when 
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a show sold out, in a town they had visited a hundred times before, 

tepid nostalgia driving ticket sales, but secretly it was a measured joy 

and a calculated annoyance, imitations of  real emotions,

and when he closed his eyes the six bright dots were burnt into them, 

an incomplete circle, two prominent gaps, amidst burnouts that 

defied colour, at once green and magenta and a strange beige-orange, 

every time he named it the shade shifted, uncontainable, and he’d 

fall between the cracks, through colours he was sure were imagined, 

or at least his limited eyes couldn’t grasp, who’s existence tasted of  

possibility, to be one or the other, not imagined or new or both, to 

be one or the other, and from where he lay, between the cracks, he 

could see a grey sky above, low clouds heavy in rain, a neutral ground 

against which the bare branches of  a hawthorn tree were silhouetted, 

splintering and spiked, moving erratically in a strong wind he couldn’t 

feel, safely contained in the gorge that held him, a binary existence, he 

decided, is the only way to be happy, colours we can’t label unnerve 

us, creatures close to human but not quite human illicit suspicion and 

hatred, be one thing or the other, the world had told him, not directly, 

not whilst he was a novelty, but he knew it in the moment the tent 

emptied and he was rushed back out, to lurch between the centre 

and the periphery, constant inconsistency, either an entire audiences 

listened to his clicks or no one at all, there was never a medium, an 

average, an acceptable normal, either one thing or the other, he 
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rose his antennae first above the rock outcrop, feeling his way to the 

surface, above the cracks that repeated for miles across the limestone 

pavement, a landscape in which he felt the right size, where he for 

once felt small, a red speck amongst the grey of  stone and sky, colours 

his eyes could make sense of, a landscape that could never be emptied, 

but was just empty, existing long before humans, outliving them in 

the end, in the sky six suns glowed behind the clouds, small points of  

light, brighter than the surrounding grey, and as he watched another 

flicked out,
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(miss)communication

by Roy Duffield
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(miss)communication

       

      

you?

your wish:

a grammatically sound question

      

me?

not even

a fully formed sentence

      

us?

no verb

just nouns and adjectives 
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I brush yesterday’s words off my tongue so 
that I can say fresh words like ‘good morning’

by Fatima Rodriguez
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The former docklands
by DS Maolalai  
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on the edge
of  every building,
the ripple of  reflected
suns, falling
and never falling 
in any straight-down
lines. curling instead, 
against instinct, like walking
through a yellow-lit 
supermarket, and the salted
yellow lightbulbs
on the scales of  the ice-
pillowed fish. on this glass, nothing 
stays straight in its landing;
things bend their reflection
and a certain imperfection
you see in the light. 

and I cycle some evening,
down the quays 
past o’connell st,
toward the quiet 
former docklands,
(now office-builds for tech cos)
as the light, bounced 
at the pavement,
is thrown to bending 
recurvances, 
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twisting itself  like snakes 
being driven from lairs
under hammers of  noisome
construction. it’s empty 
now, of  course, 

all work taken home
and dust has come up,
obscuring the views
of  glass-built buildings
and the docklands’
quiet decay
from which buildings rise
in pointing, bent architecture
like the whited
sunburned spirals
of  a lonely
broken rib.
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Transpennine: a journey
by Kenn Taylor  

71



Where can we find this powerhouse then? The concrete cooling 
towers of  coal fired power, as they switch off one by one, are now 
more likely to be found in coffee table books than looming over 
the Northern landscape. Reverence only for our everyday once it 
becomes something safe and of  the past.

Travelling transpennine isn’t just going through the peaks and 
troughs of  the mountain range that divides east and west, it’s also 
a journey through the sites of  the birth and death of  Industrial 
Empire Britain. Those battles may have been sketched on the 
playing fields of  Eton, but the cannon, and the cannon fodder, 
came from here, not down near Slough.

Northern clichés are ten a penny and mainly now something for 
clips on beer pumps and museums of  social history. Silk union 
banners, pigeon racers, brass bands. All still there, but increasingly 
cultures of  the past kept going not thriving. This of  course is still 
much of  what academia and the media want to pick over, as its 
easier than dealing with the contemporary cultures of  hip hop 
from Hull or boy racers from Burnley.

Culture and place rarely stay still. Even in the rural spots that can 
seem idyllic from the trains that grumble through the landscape, 
the agrarian was often long ago replaced by the Range Rover 
commuter and the loft conversion firm owner. Things shift even 
faster in the cities. In Manchester and Leeds, you pass through 
clean modern stations, see towers and tower cranes soaring, all 
looking VIBRANT for CONTEMPORARY LIVING.
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Yet on our route, where once a variety of  specialised economies 
brewed particular cultures, now a few graduates are concentrated 
into the biggest conurbations, while the places they left struggle 
ever more. While culture rarely stays still, in some places it stops 
being renewed and begins to fall back in on itself. Looking always 
to the better times of  the past, even if  they weren’t that much 
better for most, because of  the lack of  a coherent present.

You cannot explain to someone who has not experienced it, the 
collective psychological damage to the people of  a place when you 
remove from them its reason to exist. When the new replaces the 
old and gradually becomes the way of  life, agrarian to commuter 
village, industrial city to financial one, someone always loses in 
those shifts. But as people are born and die and the social and 
physical landscape changes, leaving traces of  the past to be 
wondered at, there is at least a sense of  moving forward. In many 
places though and definitely as we move transpennine, there’s a 
sense not of  change, but of  growing wreck and continued loss that 
has hit many places.

Transpennine is a landscape you struggle not fly through and so 
much of  it is suffering from being in the wrong part of  a country 
with a logjammed imagination. The Pacer trains, lest we forget 
just bus bodies fastened to freight wagon frames, may finally be 
shuffling off, but the gulf  between rich and poor, North and South 
remains as crude and uncomfortable as those trains. Fractured 
transport links take us through fractured locations. Places which 
once thrived, but at the stroke of  many faraway pens over many 
years, have been rendered down. 
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Once it seemed that the grim post-industrial tide could be contained. 
Single out the few places which had ‘failed to adapt’. An odd city, a 
few towns, all those mining villages swiped for the Thatcherite victory. 
Too bad for them. It couldn’t happen here. Yet, one by one, more 
places were hit. Write them all off, don’t include them in the glossy 
proclamations of  the future, then the bitterness grows and grows.

The people in these places can see the future too. The arse end 
version of  it. The Digital HQ in Manchester, the Digital Warehouse 
in Doncaster. The chosen and the not chosen. In the cities flush with 
capital, anti-capitalism grows. Too much money, too much petrol 
poured on the bonfire of  development. All those deals signed in 
fauxthentic bars with big lightbulbs. Each handshake another nail in 
somewhere that doesn’t light up on investors radars. While those left 
on the other side of  the glass, nursing broken promises of  education 
on a Deliveroo bike, are driven by the need for change. In these cities 
there’s so much power and wealth, it can seem like all you need to 
think about is how to seize it.

Outside the chosen places though, capitalism might mean the one last 
shiny factory which pays well. Controlled by a faraway head office 
and let’s say it makes something to do with war or pollution or both, 
but what if  there is nothing else left? Try telling the people who live 
there it should be abolished. When so much else has been hollowed 
out, fallen into malign decay after years of  broken promises. Football 
teams struggling to survive outside of  the Premier League elite. The 
boarded pub, the empty shops, all those building societies liquidated 
for the benefit of  The City, and the civic, the long, poor battered civic. 
No longer the proud striding constructors of  fine buildings all pushing 
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to a better tomorrow. Now desperate for Government aid to even keep 
the streetlights on. And when everything is in decline, trying to believe 
in a more equitable and brighter future is hard. Especially when your 
young people often leave. Even in the cities of  glass they head for 
though, the disquiet increases. They grew the middle class but didn’t 
lift up the left behind. The homeless an ever-constant reminder you 
cannot hide from the poverty in this country. Even for the middle class, 
the DESIREABLE suburbs are increasingly out of  reach, along with 
the permanent contract and the final salary pension. The university 
fees, the good schools. The fear grows. The anxiety never leaves.

Yet despite all that weighs down, there is still a beauty ever under-
appreciated and unacknowledged. From the immense flat vastness 
of  East Riding, like Kansas made Yorkshire, bits of  it crumbling 
away every day trying to find the lost link to the Netherlands. To 
the West, the arrival in Liverpool, cathedrals soaring out of  the 
density of  terraces before the descent into the dramatic dark cutting 
in and out of  shafts out of  light towards Lime Street. In between the 
two, all those mills that built the place and then left them. Cotton 
and wool. Wool and cotton. Cloth, like many things, something we 
actually still need but decided that we no longer needed to make. The 
mills fate too, divided between places chosen and not chosen. In the 
bright spots converted into startup complex No.32 or Urban Luxury 
Living. Elsewhere though LOW DEMAND FOR PROPERTY and 
LIMITED RETURN ON INVESTMENT means being left rotting or 
crudely subdivided MOTOR REPAIRS UNIT TO LET DANCING 
STUDIO LABELS WHILE U WAIT. But mostly TO LET. 

What was formed on this route from the land and how we shaped the 
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land itself  too. From the expansive shires, their land-owning gentry 
going back Yea, even unto the Middle Ages. The rain of  Manchester 
to stop the breaking of  the thread. Yorkshire mills on hills next to river 
courses. The vast estuary ports feeding all those needs. Poets cried as 
industry scared the landscape, the extraction of  coal, the rising of  
those dark satanic mills and squalid cities. Yet from that darkness rose 
everything we know and the fragments of  which we still hold dear, 
the grand buildings, the railways and avenues. Yet it was all built on 
the belief  of  endless growth and the exploitation of  faraway colonies. 
They thought the landscape was being destroyed by the mills, now we 
mourn their loss. The industrial terrain reduced to ruins like all those 
Yorkshire abbeys painted by Turner. Yet the postmodern shopping 
cathedrals built to replace the factories now too are running empty. 
Even shorter lived, crumbling visions of  our once new consumer future. 
Arcadia it seems never really existed. An easy lie, the corruption and 
iniquity of  the past forgotten as we absorb only the positive images of  
what has gone before. Passing still through our civic centres though, 
even if  cuts have left their scars from endlessly deferred maintenance 
and damp in the walls, you can still see where we tried to build 
Jerusalem. Now we’re told, who will pay for Jerusalem, son?

Step off the train. Where to from here? Become a London satellite 
or a forgotten corner? Things get worse, things fall apart? Is there an 
alternative, some threat to the Capital’s status quo, like when industry 
thundered from the North like a sonic boom? A Wind Turbine Factory 
for every town? Maybe, but not likely. One day perhaps they will build 
a fast train for us to cross this landscape, see all this and each other 
that much quicker, that much easier. Yet it is not enough.
 If  we are to thrive again it is down to us. If  we want to live, if  we want 
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to be heard, if  we want to be different then we must build our own 
future across this post-industrial land. All of  us, not just the chosen 
few. Our way. Across this spine. Transpennine.
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20/21 vision
by Roy Duffield  
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20/21 vision
 
                                                                                after Chandra Livia 
Candiani

                          tired I’s 
of following / drastic
                 measures one-size-  
   fits-all / measurements undefined
                                                blind- 
   folded                           away
kidnapped milestones
              in kilometres any way
                                    all destinations turn right 
                                                                    RIGHT
                               THIS WAY
                               ONE-WAY DEAD-END
accelerating                                 fast
                                                    into a bend
                                                 blind-    
          moving goal-
posts / waving  flag-white signs
           walking upside-down 
                       on our hands-
on / shifting               sands 
                                   STOP
spinning
                                    GO
                                  OPEN 
                                     no,
                                   WAIT,
                       we’re CLOSED, mind 
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                                                The Gap

 seeing double
    standards not standardised
  laws not laid 
down / rights not right
  and all the while 
doing right / by
 rulers not straight 
 humans
  inhumane.
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Candor
by Mel Galley  
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Flocks to dust and grass to sand,
in a change to the landscape that feels almost
prophetic - 

- for decades it hides it’s underbelly 
with a desperate attempt only to be admired,

in an imitation of  candor it offers up;
lakes, dark and vast, thick with algae
mountains, coated in shale and slate 
forests, great pines and malleable saplings 
towns, replicas of  reality, nestled, isolated

and simultaneously sweeps aside 
any reference to the overbearing nuclear presence
that seeps from the coast, along all the shores 

submarines and power plants grow unrecognised
as we dip our toes cautiously into the lapping waves -  

- Flocks to dust and grass to sand,
in a change to the landscape that feels almost  
prophetic I watch these familiar places devoured
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Lat. 35o 30’ 27”, Long. 118o 53’ 02 
by Nathan Austin
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“Adrift” by Mel Galley
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